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Abstract 

Engineering Driven Data Fusion for Manufacturing System Modeling and Performance 

Improvement Jianjun Shi, Georgia Institute of Technology The rapid advancements of 

sensors, sensor networks and computing technologies have resulted in both temporally 

and spatially dense data-rich environments in manufacturing systems. With massive data 

readily available, there is a pressing need to develop advanced methodologies and 

software to intelligently extract knowledge and to reveal inherent relationships among 

events in order to meet various decision making objectives such as monitoring, detection, 

diagnosis and control. Addressing the need is considered very challenging because of a 

collection of factors such as the complexity of the manufacturing system, the uncertainty, 

heterogeneity and high dimensionality of the data, and the increasing expectation and 

requirements on the decision-making capabilities. A unified approach of engineering-

driven data fusion methods are needed to integrated statistical data analysis methods with 

engineering domain knowledge in manufacturing system modeling and analysis. 

Motivated by this, this presentation presents a reconfigured piecewise linear regression 

tree (PLRT) to model the interrelationships among those variables and reduce the variation 

through feedforward control in a multistage wafer manufacturing process. A PLRT is one of 

effective approaches to model nonlinear data structure with high prediction accuracy and 

explicit interpretation of predictors. However, a PLRT performs well for quality prediction 

but not for variation reduction. An engineering-driven reconfiguration method is proposed 

to construct an engineering compliant model. The model complexity is further reduced 

with the constraint of the control accuracy requirement. We illustrate the procedure and 

effectiveness of the proposed method in a multistage wafer manufacturing process. 

The presentation is based on collaborative research work with Dr. Ran Jin at Virginia Tech. 
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